
what is VPI all about? International resident voice art talent in 
Rome has responded exceptionally well to the call and is actively 
participating in the new audio production house cooperative 
network we have called “Voice Professionals Italy”.
The idea was born and put to the test immediately: the call 
consists in voice artist(e)s contributing to the on-line voice 
library called “Voice Portal”, promote and market the mutual 
enterprise, bring their clients along and come and produce their 
own jobs. It’s as simple and straight-forward as that! No 
membership, no fees or costs involved.

During the consolidation framework phase (March-October 2009) we 
held 5  major auditions. The “VPI Voice Test Sessions”. More 
followed. ad perpetuum. Up to date over 450 voice artist(e)s have 
successfully auditioned. About another 180 are on the waiting 
list. We can now already handle 41 languages. Not bad for a start, 
huh?
so stay tuned! and visit: http://www.voiceprofessionalsitaly.com

Some of the best voice actors and speakers in the world now call 
VPI home.

Can do.
VPI will compose the perfect project-specific original sound 
track; record in-house voice talent in any content and language, 
edit and deliver in the desired format and specifications, at the 
highest quality and with the quickest turnaround possible.

…so much to our “daily bread”.

What else?
We intend to create our own exciting audio productions and 
distribute project-specific assignments among our in-house talent. 
Any suggestions?
 
Producers and Production.
It’s not everyone’s core competency (or ability)to produce. That’s 
why everyone in VPI will be able to rely on the infrastructure we 
have created ourselves. Our clients will be outsourcing voices, 
O.K., but we’ve got it all in the box already! It’s all there!  WE 
have the resources THEY need. All YOU have to do is send your 
clients the link to the VPI website. The website is only the 
aesthetic container. Once they’ve registered and logged in to the 
complex .ixt  database we have built behind it all they can do 
their own voice casting if they choose and browse through the 
library. Otherwise YOU yourself can fix a compilation and forward 
it - again via an .ixt dropload link from which they can then 
download the clips. 

Generally, after the pre-production briefing, we present our 
choice of talent, we brainstorm and write (or translate and 
adapt)the scripts. Made to measure. In any language. Then, our 



resident voice talent, directors, producers and sound engineers 
will record in pre-scheduled sessions.

VPI provides accurate, international-class translation services 
thanks to its own pool of mother-tongue translators and proof-
readers world-wide.

VPI  translators and scriptwriters specialize in no-hassle script 
writing. Scripts drafted to be heard. Because communication with 
an international target audience is far more complex than just 
translating words. 
How you say something is just as important as what you say.

….VPI will deliver your voice to the world!

Pictures can say thousands of things, but a film is complete only 
thanks to sound. VPI composers, sound designers and creative voice 
solutions will make the difference in any instructional or 
training film, any corporate communications video, business 
presentation, identity or branding visual, full-length 
documentary, cgi animated production, video clip, podcast, 
tutorial, website audio, commercial tv ad, promo or spot!
...VPI original sound tracks.

Yes, the difference is our “can do” approach! The VPI production 
model provides fast and predictable delivery of technically 
excellent, ready-to-use audio files. High-quality, delivered on 
schedule and accompanied by first class customer service make VPI 
the best possible answer in multilingual and sound art out-
sourcing....find the perfect voice @ VPI !

VPI's market and world-wide target are: industry and business 
enterprises, institutional and NGO, film-, video- and documentary 
film productions, multimedia companies, radio and television 
broadcasters, advertising agencies, museums, marketing executives, 
hotels, corporate image, travel,….you name it.
VPI can deliver.

V.P.I: Voice Professionals Italy. 
Professional international voices.

don't hesitate to contact us for an audition!

Postscriptum #1 (answering an ex-pat friend in the UK)
Just to put a few things right: the VPI Voices Portal doesn't work 
like e-talenta onto which artist(e)s can upload their own stuff 
(e-talenta “liaises” as a casting agency between talent and 
csating directors, producers and directors); the basic idea behind 
VPI - with each and every voice artist(e) recording/having 
recorded 3 clips of identical content in their respective(up to 
date 41!)different languages! - is to give YOU, other colleagues, 
clients, directors, producers, agencies and the like the chance to 
choose (and find) the voice they're looking for by means of 



"standardised" qualitative parameters("democratically", by direct 
comparison, that is) Remember the clips we all recorded? → The 
"VPI newsreel", the "Pope's Bathtub" and "Treasure Island"?
Ethically speaking, the idea supposed to characterise VPI is all 
about "us" and, above all, kept in a "cooperative" framework. 
"Members" contribute to the welfare of the VPI community by 
producing their projects, in-house, using in-house talent and 
technology at the most favourable conditions and not wait until 
the manna falls down from the heavens like in the old ARA days! 
Active participation in the mutual enterprise is highly 
appreciated. So, it's not << in bocca al lupo con il vostro sito>> 
(translate: best of luck for your website) it's more like:  "Yeah! 
great, guys! let's get down to it!" gottit?

Postscriptum # 2 (answering a friend in Rome and quoting a Dutch 
colleague overseas in the USA)
There's an incredible on-line amateur jungle spreading - and maybe 
clients can't tell the difference easily between the Good, the Bad 
and the Ugly, so beware! is my tip. << *Potential clients are 
using loads of on-line services to find a voice and then get 
lost>> submerged in hundreds of auditions sent them. Question: << 
Do they really know what they're listening for?>> And, seeing as 
they say their script is “a piece of cake”, <<they wouldn't want 
some “wannabee” dropping the ball>> in english-english, vulgo: 
“flunking” it. That's where VPI comes in. As the name says: Voice 
PROFESSIONALS Italy. It could be anywhere in the world, but here 
we are, in Caput Mundi, The Eternal City, where the Colossals were 
filmed, in the Hollywood on the Tiber, the famous Cinecittà Film 
Studios...a great heritage we are well aware of. We have the FAO 
here in Rome, the WFP and other important UN organisations; and 
the EEC was founded here, so we live in quite an international 
climate.

Now, back to the “Amateur Bush League” (*extensively quoting Paul 
Strikwerda: http://www.nethervoice.com/nethervoice/ “DoubleDutch”, 
voted most influential voice-over blog of 2011); there are << 10 
“red flags” of how to spot an amateur: 1:cheap rates; Usually 
it'll take me two and a half seconds to identify someone from “The 
Bush League” and I don't even need to hear 'em read a script; I 
just need to know how much, or rather, how little they charge. 2: 
the quality of the recording: Nowadays, most talent will record in 
their “home studio”. It’s cheaper and more convenient, but the 
quality can definitely suffer. Here are a few common problems: The 
volume might be too low, or certain words might be too loud and 
distorted (that’s called ‘clipping’). You might also hear cars 
passing by or a dog barking in the background. That should tell 
you that the recording was not made in a dedicated, soundproofed 
space. Building a sound booth can set you back thousands of 
Euros/Pounds/Dollars. Most beginners don’t have that much to 
invest. If you happen to hear hissing, it’s usually the result of 
cheap equipment or turning up volume settings too high. A hum on 
the recording is typically caused by a ground loop. It occurs when 
there is more than one ground connection path between two pieces 

http://www.nethervoice.com/nethervoice/


of equipment. Pros know that. Amateurs have no idea and don’t know 
how to fix it. >> 
There are pros and cons regarding home studio sound booths. Some 
pros use 'em but as far as we're concerned, I think you're better 
off in a good and proper sound studio like ours.  

Paul Strikwerda cont. << 3: A third indicator is bad microphone 
technique. How can you tell? You’ll hear popping plosives like 
P’s, B’s and T’s. You might also hear harsh and shrill S-sounds 
(so-called ‘sibilance’) that tickle your ear drum in an unpleasant 
way.  A simple anti-pop might do the trick, but, again, you're 
better off in a professional sound studio in the long run and 
you're being looked after by a pro sound engineer for the bargain. 
4: Tip-off number four is lack of vocal technique. An amateur 
might take very noticeable breaths. Breathing is such a natural 
thing; most of us aren’t even aware that we’re doing it. Being 
close to a mic enhances every single sound. Pros have practiced 
and mastered the ‘silent breath’. 5: Amateur recordings can also 
be filled with annoying lip smacks, mouth noises, clicks and 
crackles. Some of them can be edited out, but bad edits are a 
fifth sign of amateurism.>>
You're not a sound engineer. You're a voice artist(e). But, let's 
carry on: << 6: Sloppy articulation and incorrect pronunciation 
come in on number six. Some amateurs are rather lazy speakers, and 
their delivery will lack clarity, especially when they pick up the 
tempo. I’ve also heard beginners over-articulate certain words, 
making them sound unnatural and contrived. A professional narrator 
will do his/her homework and will correctly pronounce words such 
as:inaniloquent, rastaquouere or nudiustertian.>> (can recommend: 
www.howjsay.com) Then we have << 7:Poor or inappropriate delivery 
is clue number seven. You don’t want your serious documentary 
narrated by an overselling wannabee actor who has watched too many 
infomercials. Local radioshow hosts give themselves away because 
they have cultivated an “announcer voice”. You’re listening for a 
crisp, natural delivery. Not for a news reader. Number eight:the 
inability to interpret a script. Any text can be read in a million 
ways. A voice-over professional will always sound like he knows 
what he’s talking about (even if he doesn’t). An amateur will 
sound insecure, lost and untrustworthy. A professional is flexible 
and appreciates and incorporates feedback fast without fussing. A 
pro can be coached. An amateur is afraid of criticism, is 
inflexible and needs a lot of hand-holding and training. What you 
might save in terms of money, you will inevitably lose in valuable 
time (not to mention the aggravation…). So, “If you think it’s 
expensive to hire a professional to do the job, wait until you 
hire an amateur”, someone said. Number ten is my (Paul's) personal 
favourite. You can always spot an amateur by the way certain 
questions are answered. A few examples:
You:“What kind of monitors do you have?”
Amateur: “What do you mean? I have an 18 inch flat screen Dell 
monitor” (monitor is another name for loudspeaker)
You:“How did you stage your gain? Outside or inside the box?”
Amateur: “I don’t really perform on stage. Is there something to 

http://www.howjsay.com/


gain by doing that?”(Gain staging means setting the volume levels) 
>>

So much for Paul Strikwerda's considerations on The Amateur Bush 
League.

Back to “La Cooperativa”
@ VPI we're not interested in collaborating with "virtual" 
agencies, who don't have ONE single voice artist on call - other 
than via ISDN (on line, that is) Just you try and coordinate a 
multilingual recording involving 4 continents with 4 different 
timezones,4 different mics, 4 different recording suites etc. 
etc.....VPI (ethically and de facto) is a Cooperativa; our friends 
and colleagues are real-life human beings that are resident in or 
around Rome. Our studio is in the heart of Rome. Unique, you may 
well say. And WE have what THEY need.
 
E-books are virtual, downloadable, printed (in some cases, 
printable matter (in .pdf format for example) - AUDIObooks is 
probably what you mean, my friend.
We'd be particularly interested in producing our own, both 
audiobooks (w. one voice/narrator/reader in X languages) AND 
dramatised versions - like the good old radiodramas; other than 
earning our Daily Bread with museum audio- or videoguides, 
institutionals, industrials, a wee bit of cartoons, some 
commercials and some dubbing maybe, THAT'S a market VPI should 
also be interested in getting into.


